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Introduction
Russian sources make a distinction between ornamentation and illustration of medieval texts. Most of the
texts we will look at are ornamented, with a few actually illustrated. Evangelist portraits should be considered
as author portraits, and not as illustrations of events in the text.
There are a variety of types of manuscripts to consider, just as in Western Europe. Overall literacy was fairly
widespread, but icons were generally used in private devotions rather then books of hours, etc. Productions
and ownership generally centered around the Church with limited private ownership.
Types of manuscripts found include, but are not limited to:
Lectionaries (a year of bible readings in a prescribed order)
Gospels, also called Four Gospels
Acts & Epistles
Psalters
Bibles
Liturgies
Collected Sermons
Miscellanies
Charters (gramota)
The best analogues for the documents we make in the SCA are the charters, as they grant land or privileges.
The limited examples I have found are fairly plain, sometimes with an elaborated initial.
Based on the example of Novgorod, it is likely most townspeople were functionally literate; many documents
written on birch bark were excavated from Novgorod. These documents were often such things as orders to or
from servants or tenants, personal letters, child's drawings, lists, minor legal documents such as contracts.
They were written by incising into the bark with a stylus of some sort. Also found were wax tablets and
graffiti on the stone walls of churches.
Icons were the main devotional aid both church and private; in fact one of the birch bark letters is regarding
the commissioning of one. Manuscripts were created hand in hand with icons; Smirnova states that the same
painter created both miniatures for manuscripts and icons. A typical manuscript with miniatures would have
one person write it, one person at least ornament it and another paint the miniatures.
Most of the texts we will look at with known origins were made in monasteries, either for internal use or for a
powerful patron. Some of the plainer manuscripts may have been made for the use of less illustrious
individuals. Many of the manuscripts discussed are referred to by the name of a major owner, not necessarily
the first.
Different styles and time periods can be associated with specific areas, partially based on survival or historic
impact; very few manuscripts survive from the 13th century in areas with heavy impact by the Mongols,
whereas many do survive from more northern Novgorod. Also, the principal city for manuscript production
generally follows the seat of power from Kiev to Novgorod to Moscow.

1371-2 Zhalovannaya Gramota of grand prince of Ryazan Oleg Ivanovich to Uspenskij Ol'gov Monastery
1564 Charter of Ivan the Terrible (right)

1614 Charter

1552 Charter of Ivan the Terrible

c. 1130 Mstislavov gramota

Materials used changed somewhat over time as paper came into use in the 16th century after long running use
of parchment. Both tempera (as in icons) and ink and washes were used; I have not yet determined exact
pigments. Many of the later styles show pronounced use of penwork in the ornamentation.
There are limited easily available sources in English; additionally more information is available on the
internet, though not always in English.
The Dover book is 19th century redrawings of a variety of manuscripts; it does not include the original French
text, and the illuminations are shown many to a page outside of the larger context of the text. Also, the
drawings are more regular than the originals, though accurate. Both the Dover and The Russian Ornament
Sourcebook are based on the same original, Butovski's 1870 History of Russian Ornamental Design in
Ancient Manuscripts from the Tenth to the Sixteenth Century, but the newer one includes the text, including
more information on specific manuscripts.
Decorative Art of Russia is also a reissue, of Stassov's 1887 Slavonic and Eastern Ornamentation, including
manuscripts from Armenia and Georgia as well. The weakness again is that the ornamental pieces are redrawn
and shown out of the context of the page. The pricing on this book has recently decreased significantly.
Popova is focused on the miniatures, but has nice color photos at a large scale as well as discussion of
individual manuscripts.
Styles
I divide the non-charter manuscripts into roughly 5 styles: Early Floral, Tetralogical/Novgorod, Braid, Late
Floral and Illustrative. We will discuss overall trends as well specifics of miniatures, page ornament and
layout used.
Early Floral
The first style we will consider is the early style originating in Kiev; it had its roots in Byzantine illumination
and continues to evolve as base style throughout the medieval period. This early floral style originates in the
10th c. with the early manuscripts created with Vladimir's conversion of the Rus and continues in the
foreground thru the Mongols' arrival in the 13th c., when other styles appeared. Armenian manuscripts from
this time period show a similar style.
In overall appearance, these manuscripts are mosaic-like, with flat opaque color, frequently with a gold
outline and/or background. Balance is slightly asymmetrical, without full mirror symmetry. Colors are mainly
red, blue, green, some yellow with yellow or white highlights and extensive gold.
Miniatures have a geometric, rectangular or arched frame with stylized floral elements filling it in.
Backgrounds are flat gold or patterned without depth.
Page headers are blocks with interior arches or an overall geometric filling. Stylized leaves and flowers are
further infill.
Initials are composed of multicolor stylized leaves with some human or animal elements.
A typical page layout will have a miniature facing a header with initial and possible marginal decorations, as
seen in the Sviatoslav Codex.
Examples of this style are the Ostromir Lectionary, Mstislav Lectionary, and the Sviatoslav Codex.

A transitional example is the Jourieff Gospels, which has header frames in this style but only in red, with
initials more like the Novgorod style.

1056-1057 Header from Ostromir Lectionary, Kiev

Initials from the Ostromir Lectionary

Page from Ostromir Lectionary

12th c. Jourieff Gospels , Novgorod

Ostromir Lectionary, (St Luke)

1320’s Theodore Lectionary (Sts John & Prochoros),
Moscow, Rostov or Yaroslavl

1203, Mstislav Lectionary, Novgorod

1203, Mstislav Lectionary (St Mark), Novgorod

1073, Sviatoslav Codex (Fathers of the Church
and Monks), Kiev

Page from Sviatoslav Codex

12th C Jourieff Gospels

Header from Sviatoslav Codex

Page from Sviatoslav Codex

Tetralogical/Novgorod
The second distinct style is one that is based in Novgorod starting in the 13th c. and is also called tetralogical
(Smirnova). It is mainly associated with Novgorod and Pskov, but is found commonly elsewhere as well
throughout the 13th through mid 15th c.s and as an exception later.
Main elements are white knotwork, including creatures and people on a blue or green background. The outline
is usually in red, with additional penwork inside the knotwork. The knotwork may be made dimensional in
appearance with shading, usually ocher. Symmetry is more pronounced with mirror or near mirror symmetry
found.
Miniatures acquire more depth, and architecture or landscape are common in backgrounds. Frames may be in
tetralogical ornament, which is commonly in the form of a church with onion domes. This format may also be
used for a carpet page without the miniature.
Headers are based on a block format with the white ornament breaking out of the rectangle, in most cases.
Headers may also have points or cutouts.
Initials are tetralogical, either animate or simply knot work, still white or unpainted on a blue or green
background.
Layouts include miniature facing header with initial, header and initial only or carpet page facing initial and
header

A wide variety of examples of this style exist, including the Ivan the Terrible Psalter.
Transitional examples exist with this style of initial used with a braid header.

13th c. Psalter, Suzdal or Vladimir

13th or 14thc Initials from a Psalter, Novgorod

15th C Lectionary, Novgorod

14th C Psalter, Novgorod

15th C Lectionary, Novgorod

15th C Lectionary

1452

15th C Lectionary

14th C. Ivan the Terrible Psalter (The Temple Musician Asaph) , Novgorod

15th C Psalter, Novgorod

14th C. Psalter

Braid
The third style we see is the Braid style. This style is typical of the later 15th c. though sometimes found later.
Braid style ornament is widespread geographically, and co-exists with the Late Floral ornament, with both
being found in the same manuscripts.
The main element of this style is a formal, evenly spaced geometric interlace. Outlines are red, yellow, black
or gold. Colors are white on a multicolor ground or multicolor on a plain ground or occasionally on a gold
ground. White highlights on backgrounds are seen as is penwork within the interlace. Leaf-like flourishes on
corners are common. Designs are generally symmetrical with the exception of changes required for the
interlace.
Miniatures in the 15th c. are generally rectangular, some with borders, some without. Backgrounds increase in
detail, as does general stylization. Colored shading on robes is occasionally seen.
Braid headers fill a rectangular or square area, though an actual outline is rare. Some headers are quite thin,
sometimes with thin black penwork extending from the edges.
Initial used with the Braid ornament are usually composed of multi color stylized leaves or flourishes as in the
Early Floral, made up of interlace matching the headers, or elaborated title hand in a solid color.
Layouts seen include miniature facing header with initial, header and initial only or in on case miniature
placed at top of one of two columns of text. Vyaz, a hand used for titles, begins to appear.
Dover shows many examples of these as does Smirnova. It is important to note that the Braid style was in
many cases a stylistic option, rather than dominating one timeframe.

15th C

15th C Headers

15th C Initial

15th C Initial, Moscow

1389 Initial, Moscow

1572 Gospels, Novgorod

1480s Acts & Epistles, Novgorod

Psalter, 1425-1430, Moscow

Late Floral
This fourth style is an outgrowth of the early floral, and is seen even before the 15th century when it becomes
the common style. Many examples are from Moscow, with some found in Novgorod, continuing through the
end of the 16th c. Some later examples of this style are on paper.
The earlier form of the this style is very like the early floral but elaborated, with rounded stylized leaves and
vines arranged to form arches or filling or tiling rectangles or borders. Colors are multi color on gold or
black. The later form increases the size and contrast on the elements, with a free flowing acanthus type
decoration in the main compartments. Both gold and black outlines are found with continued penwork halos
or extensions on some elements. Symmetry is mirror in organization if not element by element.
Miniatures appear in either arched or rectangular frames, sometimes with an additional layer of border.
Arched frames are usually architectural in nature. The miniatures in general become very flat and stylized
with elaborately textured backgrounds.
Headers are rectangular with interior compartment of various shapes. Extensions at corners or center top are
still found, sometimes with an additional layer of black penwork around the edge. Often a block of black and
white acanthus will be central.
Initials are the composed style matching the style of the header; the more textured manuscripts will have
initials with the acanthus filling. Less important initials will be in elaborated Vyaz hand.
Borders appear, not only around the miniature, but around the entire page with header and initial, and can be
more delicate or solidly filled bands.
Layouts seen include miniature facing header with initial, header and initial only, or miniature, header, and
initial with overall borders.
Many examples can be found of this style, in Popova and Kostova as well as Dover.

15th C Gospels, Moscow

1493 Unfinished Header

1507 Gospels (Sts. John & Prochoros), Moscow 1531 Gospels (St. Mark), Moscow

16th C Gospels, Moscow

Late 16th C-Early 17th C Irmologion (songbook),

15th c Lectionary

15th C Four Gospels

1531 Gospels, Novgorod

1495 Lectionary, Novgorod

16th C Gospels

1499 Bible, Novgorod

1540’s New Testament (St. Matthew) Zagorsk

1490-1500 Four Gospels, Novgorod

1507 Theodosios Gospels (St Mark),Moscow

Illustrative
This style is more a catchall for manuscripts where the intent is to illustrate the text rather than ornament it,
than a cohesive style, though commonalities are seen. These texts could originate in a variety of areas, and
though most are 14th to 16th century, earlier examples exist. Texts treated in this way are frequently
chronicles or Psalters
In contrast to the very layered, ornamented manuscripts, these have a looser feel, with washes and a black
outline used in many cases. To better show events, many events that likely took place indoors are shown
outdoors.
Miniatures are rectangular, and found in greater frequency interspersed throughout. The style is less formal,
concentrating on the narrative. The color palettes used are more limited, with any individual text using a
comparative few colors.
Separate headers are not usually seen, and initials if more complex than Vyaz hand are typical of the overall
timeframe.
Layout varies significantly, with miniatures used as headers throughout, multiple miniatures facing a page of
text, or consistent marginal illustrations are all possible.
Examples of this type are the Radizwill and Ivan the Terrible Chronicles, The Life of Sts Boris & Gleb and
the Spiridon and Simon Psalters. The Chronicles commissioned by Ivan the Terrible cover multiple volumes
in slightly different workmanship.

15th C Radziwill Chronicle (copy of 13th c original)

16th C Ivan the Terrible Chronicles

Radziwill Chronicle

1397 Spiridon Psalter, Kiev or Moscow

13th C Simon Psalter, (Scenes from the life of David), Novgorod (left)
14th C Anthology of Sylvester (Scenes from the life of St. Gleb), Novgorod

16th C Life of St. Alexander Nevskii

Early 15th C Tale of the Bloody Encounter with Mamai.

Hands
Two main hands are used for main text, Ustav in the 10th -13th c. and Polustav from the 14th c. on. Another
hand used specifically for titles, Vyaz, appears in the 14th c. as well. Skoropis, a scribal shorthand, is seen in
the 15th c.
Ustav

Polustav

Skoropis

Vyaz

I have also included two of the birch bark documents and a general transliteration guide.

11th C Novgorod

Late 12th or early 13th C child’s writing practice on birch bark

Transliteration Table from Wickenden
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